
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A PRISONER ESSAY

Free Essay: Ever wondered what it's like to be a prisoner? He may have done something wrong to end up there, but
ever wondered how someone's life is, once .

One on the main character was a convict in prison while the other was home remanded for attempts to commit
suicide. However, during the stay in a jail, they do not lose their human status and therefore have the right to
enjoy all civil rights. The final goal of this imprisonment is not only deprivation of the dangerous personality
from a society, but to create a space, where such people can improve their habits to start a new life after
returning. The guard walks by with his hammer in his hand, eyeing us to see if anyone is smoking. Yet, some
of us are prisoners in the strict sense of the term. A woman guard stands at the end of the line, protecting the
desserts. The sides can result in a wide range of opinions such as simply thinking a slap on the wrist is
sufficient; to even thinking that death is the only way such a lesson can be learned. I also water and care for
the sparse foliage. The parole board is corrupt. Appointments are made a day in advance. We must remain on
our feet until two counting guards go by. Reading and writing were not pastimes until the sixth grade, when I
learned that I had a hidden talent for writing journals. My pinups of beautiful wahines in the sunshine and lush
south sea islands adorn the sides of one locker and the writing desk. You're cold, a winter breeze flows
through the room through bars in the wall. Below us, on the first floor, is a dayroom that contains a pool table,
four card tables, and some chairs. I turn facing his direction as we both watch her hip movement. I wake to the
music of water gurgling in a cheap gooseneck drain and the sound of his toothbrush going shuka shuka shook
shook, shuka. Sure enough, he begins talking. People made cardboard shelves and curtains for their cells. The
story generally talks of a love story of two ladies who were both in their own solitude. These popular media
outlets are guilty when it comes to portraying a lifestyle that seem so real, but far. As times past by the prison
has taken on various shapes and forms. A few loudmouths bellow across the room, their voices bullying out
over all the regular noise. As a result the worn-out Cadillac was struggling to stay on the right side of the road.
Beside me, 14 other convicts babble in English, Chinese, Farsi, and Spanish. As that old tribe of convicts
becomes extinct, they walk around prison yards like old, slow dinosaurs. Another custom in all prisons is
walking counterclockwise around the perimeter of the exercise yard. No one knows what motivates the new
breed of convicts. The courts, lawyers, judges, prosecutors, juries, corrections officers, police, detectives
Lying around his feet are extra oranges and napkin-wrapped sandwiches that he has confiscated from convicts.
It was all mush fake. His wife is doing him wrong. Camels were to Philip Morris what the dollar now is to
pesos. Why do people get into prisons? The front of our unit is landscaped in dirt, cactus, and a few pathetic
petunias that struggle for life in the shade of the building. There are many other mannerisms and customs that
we jailbirds live by.


